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Dear Families,

Home Learning:

In RE, the children explored how the stories about Guru
Nanak are inspirational to Sikhs and have an influence
on their lives and the choices that they may make. We
also considered the choices that we make and the
values that we would like to demonstrate to other
people.

Homework: Due in Thursday.
Reading – Aim for at least four entries in your
reading journal.
Literacy – What is your favourite piece of
writing that is entertaining? Do you have a
favourite story or magazine article? There may
be another example of writing to entertain that
interests you?
Write a paragraph to explain why this your
favourite piece, explain to me why it is
entertaining for you and if there are any skills
that you can take from this piece of writing
and use to improve your own.
MyMaths – Complete the MyMaths homework
on time.
Spellings – Revise the spellings ready for a
spelling test on Friday.
Times Tables – Mixed multiplication test up to
12 x 12 every Friday.

In Maths, the children have completed their unit of work
on decimals. They have worked incredibly hard and I
am really proud of what they have achieved. We have
now moved on to working on time and telling the time
on a twenty-four hour clock. They have also learned to
convert from minutes into seconds and from hours into
minutes.
In Literacy, the children have explored how they can
use different sentence starters to improve their writing
and add variety to their sentence structure. They have
linked their writing in Literacy to Topic learning we have
covered about Pompeii.
Our attendance this week was 96%. Well done and let’s
aim for 100% for next week.
Enjoy your weekend!

Worker of the Week
Enya Cowling – Enya produced a fantastic piece
of writing where she was able to apply all of the
skills that we have learned throughout the year.
Well done Enya!

Presentation Award
Lucas Weedon-Hare – Great effort to
join his handwriting. Keep up the good
work!

Mr Grinsill
Spellings

1. Rain
2. Reign
3. Seen
4. Scene
5. Stairs
6. Stares
7. Tail
8. Tale
9. Which
10. Witch

